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Correlated to: 
Georgia English Language Arts Standards 

 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 1 (pp. 1-6) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R2a. Isolates beginning, middle, and ending sounds in single-syllable words.  
ELA1R2b. Identifies onsets and rimes in spoken one-syllable words.  
ELA1R2c. Adds, deletes, or substitutes target sounds to change words (e.g., change top to stop; 

change smile to mile; change cat to cap). 
ELA1R2d. Distinguishes between long and short vowel sounds in spoken, one-syllable words 

(can and cane).  
ELA1R2e. Orally blends two to four phonemes into recognizable and/or nonsense words. 
ELA1R2f. Automatically segments one-syllable words into sounds. 
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3c. Reads words containing consonant blends and digraphs.  
ELA1R3d. Reads words with inflectional endings.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 2 (pp. 7-12) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R2c. Adds, deletes, or substitutes target sounds to change words (e.g., change top to stop; 

change smile to mile; change cat to cap). 
ELA1R2d. Distinguishes between long and short vowel sounds in spoken, one-syllable words 

(can and cane).  
ELA1R2e. Orally blends two to four phonemes into recognizable and/or nonsense words. 
ELA1R2f. Automatically segments one-syllable words into sounds. 
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
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ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 
stories. 

ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 3 (pp. 13-20) 
  
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R2a. Isolates beginning, middle, and ending sounds in single-syllable words.  
ELA1R2b. Identifies onsets and rimes in spoken one-syllable words.  
ELA1R2c. Adds, deletes, or substitutes target sounds to change words (e.g., change top to stop; 

change smile to mile; change cat to cap). 
ELA1R2d. Distinguishes between long and short vowel sounds in spoken, one-syllable words 

(can and cane).  
ELA1R2e. Orally blends two to four phonemes into recognizable and/or nonsense words. 
ELA1R2f. Automatically segments one-syllable words into sounds. 
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3d. Reads words with inflectional endings.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1R5c. Identifies words that are opposites (antonyms) or have similar meanings (synonyms).  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 4 (pp. 21-26) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
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ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 5 (pp. 27-34) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R2a. Isolates beginning, middle, and ending sounds in single-syllable words.  
ELA1R2b. Identifies onsets and rimes in spoken one-syllable words.  
ELA1R2c. Adds, deletes, or substitutes target sounds to change words (e.g., change top to stop; 

change smile to mile; change cat to cap). 
ELA1R2d. Distinguishes between long and short vowel sounds in spoken, one-syllable words 

(can and cane).  
ELA1R2e. Orally blends two to four phonemes into recognizable and/or nonsense words. 
ELA1R2f. Automatically segments one-syllable words into sounds. 
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3d. Reads words with inflectional endings.  
ELA1R3e. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 6 (pp. 35-40) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R2a. Isolates beginning, middle, and ending sounds in single-syllable words.  
ELA1R2b. Identifies onsets and rimes in spoken one-syllable words.  
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3e. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
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ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 
stories. 

ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1R5c. Identifies words that are opposites (antonyms) or have similar meanings (synonyms).  
ELA1R6j. Identifies word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 7 (pp. 41-48) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R2a. Isolates beginning, middle, and ending sounds in single-syllable words.  
ELA1R2b. Identifies onsets and rimes in spoken one-syllable words.  
ELA1R2c. Adds, deletes, or substitutes target sounds to change words (e.g., change top to stop; 

change smile to mile; change cat to cap). 
ELA1R2e. Orally blends two to four phonemes into recognizable and/or nonsense words. 
ELA1R2f. Automatically segments one-syllable words into sounds. 
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3e. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1R5c. Identifies words that are opposites (antonyms) or have similar meanings (synonyms).  
ELA1R6j. Identifies word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 8 (pp. 49-56) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R2a. Isolates beginning, middle, and ending sounds in single-syllable words.  
ELA1R2b. Identifies onsets and rimes in spoken one-syllable words.  
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ELA1R2c. Adds, deletes, or substitutes target sounds to change words (e.g., change top to stop; 
change smile to mile; change cat to cap). 

ELA1R2d. Distinguishes between long and short vowel sounds in spoken, one-syllable words 
(can and cane).  

ELA1R2e. Orally blends two to four phonemes into recognizable and/or nonsense words. 
ELA1R2f. Automatically segments one-syllable words into sounds. 
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3e. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1R5c. Identifies words that are opposites (antonyms) or have similar meanings (synonyms).  
ELA1R6j. Identifies word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 9 (pp. 57-62 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R2a. Isolates beginning, middle, and ending sounds in single-syllable words.  
ELA1R2b. Identifies onsets and rimes in spoken one-syllable words.  
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 10 (pp. 63-70) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R2a. Isolates beginning, middle, and ending sounds in single-syllable words.  
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ELA1R2b. Identifies onsets and rimes in spoken one-syllable words.  
ELA1R2c. Adds, deletes, or substitutes target sounds to change words (e.g., change top to stop; 

change smile to mile; change cat to cap). 
ELA1R2d. Distinguishes between long and short vowel sounds in spoken, one-syllable words 

(can and cane).  
ELA1R2e. Orally blends two to four phonemes into recognizable and/or nonsense words. 
ELA1R2f. Automatically segments one-syllable words into sounds. 
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3c. Reads words containing consonant blends and digraphs.  
ELA1R3d. Reads words with inflectional endings.  
ELA1R3e. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1R6j. Identifies word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 11 (pp. 71-78) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R2a. Isolates beginning, middle, and ending sounds in single-syllable words.  
ELA1R2b. Identifies onsets and rimes in spoken one-syllable words.  
ELA1R2c. Adds, deletes, or substitutes target sounds to change words (e.g., change top to stop; 

change smile to mile; change cat to cap). 
ELA1R2d. Distinguishes between long and short vowel sounds in spoken, one-syllable words 

(can and cane).  
ELA1R2e. Orally blends two to four phonemes into recognizable and/or nonsense words. 
ELA1R2f. Automatically segments one-syllable words into sounds. 
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3d. Reads words with inflectional endings.  
ELA1R3e. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1R6j. Identifies word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
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Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 12 (pp. 79-84) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3d. Reads words with inflectional endings.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 13 (pp. 85-92) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R2c. Adds, deletes, or substitutes target sounds to change words (e.g., change top to stop; 

change smile to mile; change cat to cap). 
ELA1R2d. Distinguishes between long and short vowel sounds in spoken, one-syllable words 

(can and cane).  
ELA1R2e. Orally blends two to four phonemes into recognizable and/or nonsense words. 
ELA1R2f. Automatically segments one-syllable words into sounds. 
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1R5c. Identifies words that are opposites (antonyms) or have similar meanings (synonyms).  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
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Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 14 (pp. 93-98) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R2d. Distinguishes between long and short vowel sounds in spoken, one-syllable words 

(can and cane).  
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3d. Reads words with inflectional endings.  
ELA1R3e. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 15 (pp. 99-104) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R2a. Isolates beginning, middle, and ending sounds in single-syllable words.  
ELA1R2b. Identifies onsets and rimes in spoken one-syllable words.  
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 16 (pp. 105-112) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R2a. Isolates beginning, middle, and ending sounds in single-syllable words.  
ELA1R2b. Identifies onsets and rimes in spoken one-syllable words.  
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ELA1R2c. Adds, deletes, or substitutes target sounds to change words (e.g., change top to stop; 
change smile to mile; change cat to cap). 

ELA1R2d. Distinguishes between long and short vowel sounds in spoken, one-syllable words 
(can and cane).  

ELA1R2e. Orally blends two to four phonemes into recognizable and/or nonsense words. 
ELA1R2f. Automatically segments one-syllable words into sounds. 
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3e. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1R5c. Identifies words that are opposites (antonyms) or have similar meanings (synonyms).  
ELA1R6j. Identifies word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 17  (pp. 113-120) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R2a. Isolates beginning, middle, and ending sounds in single-syllable words.  
ELA1R2b. Identifies onsets and rimes in spoken one-syllable words.  
ELA1R2d. Distinguishes between long and short vowel sounds in spoken, one-syllable words 

(can and cane).  
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3e. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1R5c. Identifies words that are opposites (antonyms) or have similar meanings (synonyms).  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 18 (pp. 121-126) 
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ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R2d. Distinguishes between long and short vowel sounds in spoken, one-syllable words 

(can and cane).  
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3d. Reads words with inflectional endings.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1R5c. Identifies words that are opposites (antonyms) or have similar meanings (synonyms).  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 19 (pp. 127-134) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R2a. Isolates beginning, middle, and ending sounds in single-syllable words.  
ELA1R2b. Identifies onsets and rimes in spoken one-syllable words.  
ELA1R2c. Adds, deletes, or substitutes target sounds to change words (e.g., change top to stop; 

change smile to mile; change cat to cap). 
ELA1R2d. Distinguishes between long and short vowel sounds in spoken, one-syllable words 

(can and cane).  
ELA1R2e. Orally blends two to four phonemes into recognizable and/or nonsense words. 
ELA1R2f. Automatically segments one-syllable words into sounds. 
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3c. Reads words containing consonant blends and digraphs.  
ELA1R3d. Reads words with inflectional endings.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
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Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 20 (pp. 135-142) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R2c. Adds, deletes, or substitutes target sounds to change words (e.g., change top to stop; 

change smile to mile; change cat to cap). 
ELA1R2d. Distinguishes between long and short vowel sounds in spoken, one-syllable words 

(can and cane).  
ELA1R2e. Orally blends two to four phonemes into recognizable and/or nonsense words. 
ELA1R2f. Automatically segments one-syllable words into sounds. 
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3c. Reads words containing consonant blends and digraphs.  
ELA1R3d. Reads words with inflectional endings.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 1, Unit 21 (pp. 143-148) 
ELA1R1a. Understands that there are correct spellings for words.  
ELA1R1c. Demonstrates an understanding that punctuation and capitalization are used in all 

written sentences.  
ELA1R2a. Isolates beginning, middle, and ending sounds in single-syllable words.  
ELA1R2b. Identifies onsets and rimes in spoken one-syllable words.  
ELA1R3a. Automatically generates the sounds for all letters and letter patterns, including long 

and short vowels. 
ELA1R3b. Applies knowledge of letter-sound correspondence to decode new words.  
ELA1R3e. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA1R3g. Uses spelling patterns to recognize words.  
ELA1R3h. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA1R4a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA1R4b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA1R5c. Identifies words that are opposites (antonyms) or have similar meanings (synonyms).  
ELA1R6j. Identifies word parts to determine meanings.  
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ELA1W1j. Begins to use common rules of spelling.  
ELA1W1l. Uses appropriate end punctuation (period and question mark) and correct 

capitalization of initial words and common proper nouns (e.g., personal names, months).  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 1 (pp. 1-10) 
ELA2R1a. Reads words containing blends, digraphs, and diphthongs.  
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 2 (pp. 11-20) 
ELA2R1a. Reads words containing blends, digraphs, and diphthongs.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 3 (pp. 21-30)  
ELA2R1a. Reads words containing blends, digraphs, and diphthongs.  
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
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ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 
stories. 

ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2R4p. Uses word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 4 (pp. 31-40) 
ELA2R1a. Reads words containing blends, digraphs, and diphthongs.  
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2R4p. Uses word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 5 (pp. 41-50) 
ELA2R1a. Reads words containing blends, digraphs, and diphthongs.  
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
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ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 6 (pp. 51-60) 
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2R4p. Uses word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 7 (pp. 61-70) 
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 8 (pp. 71-80 
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
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ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 
stories. 

ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 9 (pp. 81-90) 
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 10 (pp. 91-100) 
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2R4p. Uses word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
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ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 
marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 11 (pp. 101-110) 
ELA2R1a. Reads words containing blends, digraphs, and diphthongs.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 12 (pp. 111-120) 
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2R4p. Uses word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 13 (pp. 121-130) 
ELA2R1a. Reads words containing blends, digraphs, and diphthongs.  
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
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ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 14 (pp. 131-140) 
ELA2R1a. Reads words containing blends, digraphs, and diphthongs.  
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2R4p. Uses word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 15 (pp. 141-150) 
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
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ELA2R4p. Uses word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 16 (pp. 151-160) 
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2R4p. Uses word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 17 (pp. 161-170) 
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2R4p. Uses word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 18 (pp. 171-180) 
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ELA2R1a. Reads words containing blends, digraphs, and diphthongs.  
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2R4p. Uses word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 19 (pp. 181-190) 
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 20 (pp. 191-200) 
ELA2R1a. Reads words containing blends, digraphs, and diphthongs.  
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
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ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 
marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 21 (pp. 201-210) 
ELA2R1a. Reads words containing blends, digraphs, and diphthongs.  
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 22 (pp. 211-220) 
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 23 (pp. 221-230) 
ELA2R1a. Reads words containing blends, digraphs, and diphthongs.  
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
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ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2R4p. Uses word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 24 (pp. 231-240) 
ELA2R1a. Reads words containing blends, digraphs, and diphthongs.  
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 25 (pp. 241-250) 
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2R4p. Uses word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 
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Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 26 (pp. 251-260) 
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1e. Reads and spells words containing irregular vowel patterns.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2R4p. Uses word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 2, Unit 27 (pp. 261-270) 
ELA2R1c. Reads compound words and contractions in grade appropriate texts.  
ELA2R1d. Reads and spells words containing r-controlled vowels and silent letters.  
ELA2R1g. Applies learned phonics skills when reading and writing words, sentences, and 

stories. 
ELA2R2a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode quickly and accurately.  
ELA2R2b. Automatically recognizes additional high frequency and familiar words within texts.  
ELA2R3b. Recognizes grade appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA2R3c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA2R4p. Uses word parts to determine meanings.  
ELA2W1q. Uses common rules of spelling.  
ELA2W1r. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (periods, question and exclamation 

marks) at the end of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; simple and 
compound). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 1 (pp. 1-10) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
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ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 
antonyms, and synonyms. 

ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 
re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 2 (pp. 11-20) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2d. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases and incorporates 

them into oral and written language.  
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
ELA3R3r. Applies dictionary, thesaurus, and glossary skills to determine word meanings.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 3 (pp. 21-30) 
ELA3C1c. Identifies and uses contractions correctly.  
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2d. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases and incorporates 

them into oral and written language.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 4 (pp. 31-40) 
ELA3C1c. Identifies and uses contractions correctly.  
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
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ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2d. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases and incorporates 

them into oral and written language.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 5 (pp. 41-50) 
ELA3C1c. Identifies and uses contractions correctly.  
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2d. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases and incorporates 

them into oral and written language.  
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 6 (pp. 51-60) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 7 (pp. 61-70) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2d. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases and incorporates 

them into oral and written language.  
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ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 
re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 8 (pp. 71-80) 
ELA3C1c. Identifies and uses contractions correctly.  
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2d. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases and incorporates 

them into oral and written language.  
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 9 (pp. 81-90) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 10 (pp. 91-100) 
ELA3C1c. Identifies and uses contractions correctly.  
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
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ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 
re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 11 (pp. 101-110) 
ELA3C1c. Identifies and uses contractions correctly.  
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2d. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases and incorporates 

them into oral and written language.  
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 12 (pp. 111-120) 
ELA3C1c. Identifies and uses contractions correctly.  
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 13 (pp. 121-130) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
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ELA3R2d. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases and incorporates 
them into oral and written language.  

ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 
re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 14 (pp. 131-140) 
ELA3C1c. Identifies and uses contractions correctly.  
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2d. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases and incorporates 

them into oral and written language.  
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 15 (pp. 141-150) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 16 (pp. 151-160) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
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ELA3R2d. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases and incorporates 
them into oral and written language.  

ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 
re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 17 (pp. 161-170) 
ELA3C1c. Identifies and uses contractions correctly.  
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 18 (pp. 171-180) 
ELA3C1c. Identifies and uses contractions correctly.  
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2d. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases and incorporates 

them into oral and written language.  
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 19 (pp. 181-190) 
ELA3C1c. Identifies and uses contractions correctly.  
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
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ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 
antonyms, and synonyms. 

ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 
re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 20 (pp. 191-200) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2d. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases and incorporates 

them into oral and written language.  
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 21 (pp. 201-210) 
ELA3C1c. Identifies and uses contractions correctly.  
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 22 (pp. 211-220) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
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ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 
re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 23 (pp. 221-230) 
ELA3C1c. Identifies and uses contractions correctly.  
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2d. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases and incorporates 

them into oral and written language.  
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 24 (pp. 231-240) 
ELA3C1c. Identifies and uses contractions correctly.  
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 25 (pp. 241-250) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2d. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases and incorporates 

them into oral and written language.  
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ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 
re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 

 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 26 (pp. 251-260) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 27 (pp. 261-270) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2d. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases and incorporates 

them into oral and written language.  
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 28 (pp. 271-280) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
ELA3R3r. Applies dictionary, thesaurus, and glossary skills to determine word meanings.  
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Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 29 (pp. 281-290) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2d. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases and incorporates 

them into oral and written language.  
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 30 (pp. 291-300) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 31 (pp. 301-310) 
ELA3C1c. Identifies and uses contractions correctly.  
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
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Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 32 (pp. 311-320) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2b. Uses grade-appropriate words with multiple meanings.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 3, Unit 33 (pp. 321-330) 
ELA3C1l. Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words using dictionaries and other 

resources. 
ELA3C1m. Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end marks, commas, apostrophes, 

quotation marks).  
ELA3R1a. Applies letter-sound knowledge to decode unknown words quickly and accurately.  
ELA3R2c. Recognizes and applies the appropriate usage of homophones, homographs, 

antonyms, and synonyms. 
ELA3R2e. Identifies and infers meaning from common root words, common prefixes (e.g., un-, 

re-, dis-, in-), and common suffixes (e.g., -tion, -ous, -ly). 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 1 (pp. 1-10) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
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Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 2 (pp. 11-20) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 3 (pp. 21-30) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3b. Determines the meaning of unknown words using their context.  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 4 (pp. 31-40) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
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ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 
words.  

ELA4R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 5 (pp. 41-50) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1d. Uses and identifies words or word parts from other languages that have been adopted 
into the English language.  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 6 (pp. 51-60) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
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Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 7 (pp. 61-70) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 8 (pp. 71-80) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 9 (pp. 81-90) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 
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ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 10 (pp. 91-100) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 11 (pp. 101-110) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
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Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 12 (pp. 111-120) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 13 (pp. 121-130) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 14 (pp. 131-140) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
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ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 
words.  

ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 15 (pp. 141-150) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 16 (pp. 151-160) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
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Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 17 (pp. 161-170) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA4R3g. Identifies playful uses of language (e.g., puns, jokes, palindromes).  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 18 (pp. 171-180) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1d. Uses and identifies words or word parts from other languages that have been adopted 
into the English language.  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 19 (pp. 181-190) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  
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ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 20 (pp. 191-200) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 21 (pp. 201-210) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
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Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 22 (pp. 211-220) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1d. Uses and identifies words or word parts from other languages that have been adopted 
into the English language.  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 23 (pp. 221-230) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 24 (pp. 231-240) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  
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ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 25 (pp. 241-250) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1d. Uses and identifies words or word parts from other languages that have been adopted 
into the English language.  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 26 (pp. 251-260) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
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ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 27 (pp. 261-270) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 28 (pp. 271-280) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 29 (pp. 281-290) 
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ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 
systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 

ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 
correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 30 (pp. 291-300) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1d. Uses and identifies words or word parts from other languages that have been adopted 
into the English language.  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 31 (pp. 301-310) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
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ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 
words.  

ELA4R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 32 (pp. 311-320) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3g. Identifies playful uses of language (e.g., puns, jokes, palindromes).  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 4, Unit 33 (pp. 321-330) 
ELA4R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. " 
ELA4C1c. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (end marks, commas for series, capitalization), 

correct usage (subject and verb agreement in a simple sentence), and correct sentence structure 
(elimination of sentence fragments).  

ELA4C1d. Uses and identifies words or word parts from other languages that have been adopted 
into the English language.  

ELA4C1f. Uses knowledge of letter sounds, word parts, word segmentation, and syllabication to 
monitor and correct spelling. 

ELA4C1g. Spells most commonly used homophones correctly (there, they’re, their; two, too, to).  
ELA4R3c. Identifies the meaning of common root words to determine the meaning of unfamiliar 

words.  
ELA4R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA4R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA4W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
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Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 1 (pp. 1-9) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 2 (pp. 10-18) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 3 (pp. 19-27) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
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ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 
systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 

ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 4 (pp. 28-36) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 5 (pp. 37-45) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 6 (pp. 46-54) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
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elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 7 (pp. 55-63) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 8 (pp. 64-72) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 9 (pp. 73-81) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  
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ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence. 
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 10 (pp. 82-90) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3b. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words using context clues (e.g., definition, 
example). 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence. 
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 11 (pp. 91-99) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3b. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words using context clues (e.g., definition, 
example). 

ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
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ELA5R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 
determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence. 

ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 12 (pp. 100-108) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 13 (pp. 109-117) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence. 
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 14 (pp. 118-126) 
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ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 
in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 15 (pp. 127-135) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 16 (pp. 136-144) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence. 
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
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Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 17 (pp. 145-153) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 18 (pp. 154-162) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence. 
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 19 (pp. 163-175) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 
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ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 20 (pp. 176-180) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence. 
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 21 (pp. 181-189) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 22 (pp. 190-198) 
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ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 
in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence. 
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 23 (pp. 199-207) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence. 
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 24 (pp. 208-216) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
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ELA5R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 
determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence. 

ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 25 (pp. 217-225) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence. 
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 26 (pp. 226-234) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence. 
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
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Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 27 (pp. 235-243) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 28 (pp. 244-252) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 29 (pp. 253-261) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
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Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 30 (pp. 262-270) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 31 (pp. 271-279) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence. 
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 32 (pp. 280-288) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
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ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 33 (pp. 289-297) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence. 
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 34 (pp. 298-306) 
ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 

in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3e. Identifies the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., un-, re-, dis-).  
ELA5R3h. Recognizes and uses words with multiple meanings (e.g., sentence, school, hard) and 

determines which meaning is intended from the context of the sentence. 
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 5, Unit 35 (pp. 307-315) 
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ELA5C1f. Uses and identifies correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use 
in compound sentences, paragraph indentations) and correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of sentence fragments and run-ons).  

ELA5C1g. Uses additional knowledge of correct mechanics (e.g., apostrophes, quotation marks, 
comma use in compound sentences, paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (e.g., 
elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct Standard English spelling (e.g., commonly 
used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing. 

ELA5R3f. Identifies the meaning of common idioms and figurative phrases.  
ELA5R3i. Identifies and applies the meaning of the terms antonym, synonym, and homophone.  
ELA5R4a. Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode written English and uses a range of cueing 

systems (e.g., phonics and context clues) to determine pronunciation and meaning. 
ELA5W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc.  
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 1 (pp. 1-9) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6R2b. Uses knowledge of Greek and Latin affixes to understand unfamiliar vocabulary.  
ELA6R2c. Identifies and interprets words with multiple meanings.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 2 (pp. 10-18) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6R2c. Identifies and interprets words with multiple meanings.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 3 (pp. 19-27) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
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ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 
clues.  

ELA6R2b. Uses knowledge of Greek and Latin affixes to understand unfamiliar vocabulary.  
ELA6R2c. Identifies and interprets words with multiple meanings.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 4 (pp. 28-36) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6R2b. Uses knowledge of Greek and Latin affixes to understand unfamiliar vocabulary.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 5 (pp. 37-45) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6R2b. Uses knowledge of Greek and Latin affixes to understand unfamiliar vocabulary.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 6 (pp. 46-54) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 7 (pp. 55-63) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
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ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 
punctuation and capitalization. 

ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 
clues.  

ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 8 (pp. 64-72) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 9 (pp. 73-81) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 10 (pp. 82-90) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6R2b. Uses knowledge of Greek and Latin affixes to understand unfamiliar vocabulary.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 11 (pp. 91-99) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
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ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 
punctuation and capitalization. 

ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 
clues.  

ELA6R2b. Uses knowledge of Greek and Latin affixes to understand unfamiliar vocabulary.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 12 (pp. 100-108) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6R2b. Uses knowledge of Greek and Latin affixes to understand unfamiliar vocabulary.  
ELA6R2c. Identifies and interprets words with multiple meanings.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 13 (pp. 109-117) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6R2c. Identifies and interprets words with multiple meanings.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 14 (pp. 118-126) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6R2b. Uses knowledge of Greek and Latin affixes to understand unfamiliar vocabulary.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
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Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 15 (pp. 127-135) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 16 (pp. 136-144) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 17 (pp. 145-153) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 18 (pp. 154-162) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6R2c. Identifies and interprets words with multiple meanings.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 19 (pp. 163-171) 
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ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 
masters words that are commonly misspelled. 

ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 
punctuation and capitalization. 

ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 
clues.  

ELA6R2c. Identifies and interprets words with multiple meanings.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 20 (pp. 172-180) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 21 (pp. 181-189) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6R2b. Uses knowledge of Greek and Latin affixes to understand unfamiliar vocabulary.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 22 (pp. 190-198) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6R2b. Uses knowledge of Greek and Latin affixes to understand unfamiliar vocabulary.  
ELA6R2c. Identifies and interprets words with multiple meanings.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
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Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 23 (pp. 199-207) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 24 (pp. 208-216) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 25 (pp. 217-225) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6R2b. Uses knowledge of Greek and Latin affixes to understand unfamiliar vocabulary.  
ELA6R2c. Identifies and interprets words with multiple meanings.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 26 (pp. 226-234) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6R2b. Uses knowledge of Greek and Latin affixes to understand unfamiliar vocabulary.  
ELA6R2c. Identifies and interprets words with multiple meanings.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
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Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 27 (pp. 235-243) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6R2b. Uses knowledge of Greek and Latin affixes to understand unfamiliar vocabulary.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 28 (pp. 244-252) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6R2b. Uses knowledge of Greek and Latin affixes to understand unfamiliar vocabulary.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 29 (pp. 253-261) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6R2b. Uses knowledge of Greek and Latin affixes to understand unfamiliar vocabulary.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 30 (pp. 262-270) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
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ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 31 (pp. 271-279) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 32 (pp. 280-289) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 33 (pp. 289-297) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6R2b. Uses knowledge of Greek and Latin affixes to understand unfamiliar vocabulary.  
ELA6R2c. Identifies and interprets words with multiple meanings.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 34 (pp. 298-306) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
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ELA6R2b. Uses knowledge of Greek and Latin affixes to understand unfamiliar vocabulary.  
ELA6R2c. Identifies and interprets words with multiple meanings.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
Sourcebook Level 6, Unit 35 (pp. 307-315) 
ELA6C1e. Uses common spelling rules, applies common spelling patterns, and develops and 

masters words that are commonly misspelled. 
ELA6C1f. Produces final drafts that demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct use of 

punctuation and capitalization. 
ELA6R2a. Determines the meaning of unfamiliar words by using word, sentence, and paragraph 

clues.  
ELA6W4c. Edits to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, etc. 
 
 
 
 


